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Series 2 - Presentations at conferences, workshops, seminars and other events
Box 8
Folder 2-1  Leininger, M. 9 keynote addresses, 1978 – 1991:
  2-1.4. Transcultural health with a human care focus. Convocation address, University of South Carolina, Spartanburg, February 11, 1991. [includes convocation program and thank you letter to ML]
  2-1.5. Transcultural health and human care in todays [sic] world. Presented at 20th Transcultural Health Care Conference, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, October 11, 1991. [with holographic notes]
  2-1.6. Transcultural care: A global imperative for world peace and new challenges. Presented as the Studia Generalia Lecture, University of Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland, June 5, 1991. [Leininger received Honorary Degree of Doctor of Nursing Science on this date]
  2-1.7. Transcultural caring knowledge and skills for Canadian health care by the year 2000 and beyond. Presented at 4th Canadian Association of University Schools of Nursing Council (CAUN), with the National Nursing Research Conference for the University of
Prince Edward Island, with the Learned Societies Conference, June 12, 1992. [includes opening comments]

2-1.8. Transcultural nursing: An imperative to function in today's health care world.
Keynote address, 1st Annual Psychiatric Nursing Conference, Bronx Municipal Hospital Center, Department of Nursing, Bronx, NY, November 4, 1992. [Click here for scanned document.]

2-1.9. Contemporary issues in a changing multicultural world and health care. Presented at University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada, April 29, 1993. Sponsored by Faculty of Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau Iota Omicron Chapter, and Registered Nursing Association of Ontario. [with travel arrangements correspondence and flier for the presentation] [Click here for scanned correspondence.]

Folder 2-2  Leininger, M. Group of key papers to establish transcultural nursing with care/caring focus; originals written 1985-1989:


2-2.3. Leininger, M. (no date). Transcultural nurse specialists and generalists: Essential practitioners for the nursing world. [draft with holographic notes and editing: may be a 1987 paper: note on p. 1 “under press and final edit: do not reproduce”] [Click here for scanned document.]

Folder 2-3  Leininger, M. Group of conference papers/presentations sent specifically for April 2010 opening of Leininger Collection:


Folder 2-4A through C — Group of “…evolutionary articles on care and transcultural nursing…trace my writing on care and TCN (and thinking from about 1991 on [sic: dates begin in 1980].”) See M.L. holographic note in Folder 2-4A. [Click here for scanned note.]
29 items, in chronological order; received in July 2010, after the bulk of the Collection was processed. [these items are all presentations]

Folder 2-4A: [Click here for scans of 9 items in Folder 2-4A]


2-4.4 Leininger, M. (1983). Intercultural interviewing, assessment, and therapy implications. [“given as keynote in Hawaii 1983”] [see also Folder 2-307 for earlier version of keynote and ML holographic notes from the conference]


Folder 2-4B:


Folder 2-4C:


2-4.23 Leininger, M. (1990). Leininger's culture care theory and research findings to care for people of diverse culture. Distinguished Guest Lecture for School of Nursing and Nursing Alumni Association of Sigma Theta Tau in celebration of 30 years of nursing education at the University of Indianapolis, Indiana, May 18, 1990.


2-4.29 Leininger, M. (2007). My reflections on the 30th Anniversary of the International Association for Human Caring. Presented at 30th Annual Conference, International Association for Human Caring, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, April 6-9, 2008. [several attendees do not recall that ML attended this conference; the paper may have been presented on her behalf]

2-4.30 Leininger, M. (no date). Transcultural nursing: The growing and imperative area of study and practice. [no publication information; some holographic notes]
Box 9
Folder 2-5  Leininger, M. (various dates). Forewords and introductions on transcultural nursing from Transcultural Conference proceedings

Folder 2-6  Leininger (various dates). Correspondence and enclosures relating to potential presentations and/or workshops, various locations [no information to confirm these items occurred]: Association of American Medical Colleges, November 4-8, 1973 [did not attend; schedule conflict]; State of Michigan Department of Mental Health, Hawthorn Center, Northville, Michigan (thank-you letter dated March 4, 1982); American Anthropological Association Medical Anthropology Roundtable, “Care and Cure: Anthropological, Nursing and Other Viewpoints, Chicago, Illinois, November 19, 1987 (visit cancelled due to schedule conflict); Hispanic Heritage Month Celebration, Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Albany, NY (1991); University of Limburg, Maastricht, Netherlands, October 1992 (visit cancelled due to schedule conflict); 2nd National Transcultural Nursing Conference, University of Sydney, Australia (7/1993); Philippine Nurses Association of Michigan, Novi, Michigan (5/7/1994. Did not attend, schedule conflict. [Click here for correspondence]; Denmark, 1994?; University of Leeds, England (1994-1995); Excellence in Nursing Symposium, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (April 1995); Shape the Future of your Multicultural Healthcare Education Program, University of Washington School of Nursing (4/1995); Making a World of Difference Conference, Centre for Ethnic Health, Melbourne, Australia (10/1995); Sigma Theta Tau International, Detroit, Michigan (11/4/1995); Nursing leadership: A springboard for the future, Catholic University of America, conference cancelled (10/1993); Association of International Educators, Panel on the Internationalization of Professional Schools, Bandera, Texas (March 1996); Lapteenranta Health Care Institute, Finland (6/1997; cancelled); Helsinki Institute of Nursing, Finland (6/1997; cancelled); Nebraska Health and Human Services System, Lincoln Regional Center (6/1998); International Center for Nursing (ICN) Centennial Conference, London, UK (6/1999); St. Francis Medical Center, Grand Island, Nebraska, nursing workshop (10/1999); Sigma Theta Tau International 35th Biennial Convention, San Diego, California (11/1999) [includes Reflections, 25(3) 1999 with feature section: Nurses on Violence]; Transcultural Nursing Chapter of Oklahoma (University of Central Oklahoma, Norman Regional Hospital), September or October 2000; Malmö University School of Health and Society, 2001 correspondence; Transcultural nursing, a location in Georgia (5/16/2003) [session did not occur]; Universidad de Concepcion, Chile, 2005; Consensus Conference, Palermo, Italy (April 27-30, 2006) [invited as keynote; unable to attend]


Folder 2-9  Leininger, M. (1966). Cultural norms: Dichotomies between the norms of patients and the norms of health personnel: A source of patient-staff conflict. Keynote at Veterans Administration Hospital, Denver, Colorado, September 22, 1966. [placeholder folder – a folder with this label contained materials for 1983 Rogerian Conference; nothing pertaining to this VA Hospital conference or presentation was in this folder]


Folder 2-24  Leininger, M., (1975). Health values, trends and issues for the future. Presentation, August 5, 1975, Futurology 4 Conference, College of Mt. St. Joseph, Mt. St. Joseph, Cincinnati, Ohio. [Click here to download scan of damaged rough draft with holographic notes]

End Box 9

Box 10


Folder 2-29 Leininger, M. (1976). Territoriality, power and creative leadership in administrative nursing contexts. Forum for Nursing Service Administrators in the West, Phoenix, Arizona, March 22, 1976. [see also Folder 2-36, the original location of this typescript copy]


Folder 2-31 Leininger, M. (1976) Cultural shock and changes in nursing. Keynote address, 1st Annual Lucy Harris Linn Institute, Texas Nurses’ Association and Sigma Theta Tau – Beta Alpha Chapter, October 29, 1976, Texas Christian University, Ft. Worth, Texas.


Folder 2-36 Leininger, M. (1979). Politics, women, change and nursing. “Nurse Power and Health Care” conference, University of Calgary, April 20-21, 1979. [typescript of keynote and introductory comments; correspondence; background materials] [see also Folder 2-29, Forum for Nursing Service Administrators, Phoenix, 1976, for copy of “Territoriality, power and creative leadership in administrative nursing contexts”, which was originally in Folder 2-36]


2-38.3. “Thank you Dean Dixie Bahleda” – thank-you statement dated September 27, 1979, University of Wisconsin visit
2-38.4. 2 hand-written transparencies for overhead projector use, “Potential knowledge derivations of caring”, “Knowledge base of transcultural nursing by year 2000”
2-38.6. section of a paper without p. 1, no identifying information


End Box 10

Box 11
Folder 2-42  Leininger, M. (1979). The nature and direction of transcultural nursing. One-day workshop, Continuing Education Division, School of Nursing, University of Hawaii, July 1979. [objectives, outline of workshop content domains, reference list]
Folder 2-43  Leininger, M. (1979). Development of nursing research centers to advance and improve nursing practice and education. 2nd Conference of European Nurse Researchers, Copenhagen, Denmark, August 27-29, 1979. [typescript of paper with holographic revisions, marked “not final”; correspondence]
Folder 2-47  M. Leininger 1980 professional travel and talk schedule, and academic year 1978-79 travel, consultation, national and international commitments. University of Utah College of Nursing.
Folder 2-49  Leininger, M. (1980). Workshop/discussion, “A day and a half with Madeleine Leininger in an adventure in transcultural nursing.” School of Nursing, University of Hawaii, [city/campus unknown], January 9-10, 1980. [flier; correspondence (incomplete)]
Folder 2-51  Leininger, M. (1980). Keynote speaker at 2nd Annual Research Conference, School of Nursing, Catholic University of America, Washington, DC, April 11, 1980. [thank-you letters only]


End Box 11

Box 12


Folder 2-73  Leininger, M. (1982). Caring as the essence of nursing ["first publication of this topic"]. Presented at “Caring and support: A focus for nursing”, Montreal Children's Hospital, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, October 22, 1982.


Folder 2-75  Leininger, M. (1983). Panel member: Socratic discourse on Rogers' framework. 1st National Rogerian Conference, New York University Division of Nursing, Division of Nursing Alumnae, Doctoral Students Organization, and Upsilon Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau, New York University, June 24-26, 1993. [program brochure; correspondence; holographic notes; 2 papers re: Rogers' theory by other authors]

Folder 2-76  Leininger, M. (1983). The adventure of transcultural nursing. Keynote at 1st East-West Nursing Conference, Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii, July 21, 1983. [includes ML holographic notes from the conference] [see also Folder 2-4A, item 2-4.4 for final version of keynote and earlier version of keynote]


Folder 2-79  Leininger, M. (1983). Ethnonursing: A new and futuristic research method to make contributions to nursing and society. Presentation at Nursing Science: Today and Beyond,
American Nurses’ Association Council of Nurse Researchers, Minneapolis, Minnesota, September 22-24, 1983. [Program only.]


Folder 2-99  1985 International Congress of Gerontology Congress Registration Form. [Leininger note: “Gave a keynote here – well received, 1985 I think in New York City.”]


End Box 12

Box 13


Folder 2-104  Leininger, M. (1985). Transcultural nursing: Developments in the field and qualitative research methods. Keynote, Michigan Transcultural Nursing Society and Nursing Honor Society of Madonna College, Detroit, Michigan, April 30, 1985. [page 1 only]


Folder 2-110  Leininger, M. (1985). Understanding people who are culturally different, or (cross-cultural health care) [sic]. “Given at the International Institute of Detroit, Michigan on September 14, 1985 for the volunteer” [may be draft version or outline/notes for presentation]


Folder 2-112  Leininger, M. (1985). Qualitative research: An essential and new basic for nursing practice. Keynote address, Octoberquest Nursing Research Conference, “Research: Basis for Practice”, Veterans Administration District 26 Nursing Research Committee and UCLA Extension Department of Continuing Education in Health Sciences, Marina Del Rey, California, October 25-26, 1985. [key paper][Click here for scanned document.]


Folder 2-119  Leininger, M. (1986). Betty Wheless Trotter Visiting Professor, University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, July 16-18, 1986. 3 public lectures, 2 panel discussions, research consultations with faculty, conversation with nursing graduate students. [itinerary and schedule only]


Folder 2-127  Leininger, M. (1987). Rethinking our American cultural values: Essential for human survival, growth and integrity. Distinguished Visiting Professor Lecturer, Indiana State University, Terra Haute, March 2, 1987. [correspondence and typescript - “read from this”; “complete for publication”; “received DNS degree on this trip” – note: honorary Doctor of Science degree was conferred in 1990, not 1987 (see CV)]

End Box 13

Box 14


Folder 2-134  Leininger, M. (1987). 1. Transcultural nursing in the United States and in other countries. 2. Delegate Leader’s report of the transcultural nursing exchange in Australia and New Zealand. People to People Citizen Ambassador Nursing delegation from United States, Canada and South America, to Australia and New Zealand, August 1987. Itineraries, lists of participants, holographic notes, correspondence: travel notebook with holographic entries and notes/business cards inserted: travel receipts: contact addresses: envelopes containing photographic prints ready to be sent to participants. Set of
photographs is archived in Series 15, Photos.


End Box 14

Box 15


Folder 2-139C  Leininger, M. (1987). Visiting Scholar in Sweden, November 6-26, 1987: Universities of Uppsala, Linkoping, Umea, and Orebro: Field journal (approx. 5x8” ruled, bound notebook); souvenir postcards and similar items; address and other contact notes

Folder 2-139D  Visiting Scholar in Sweden, November 6-26, 1987: Universities of Uppsala, Linkoping, Umea, and Orebro: Course evaluations from students at each of the universities where she taught Transcultural Nursing and/or Qualitatative Research Methods


End Box 15

Box 16

Folder 2-140  Leininger, M. (1987). “Field journal of my trip to Japan (Tokyo), Dec. 7-14, 1987.” [bound ruled journal, approx. 5x8”, containing detailed notes of complete trip, and several business cards and other information inserted inside front cover] Group of maps, tourist brochures, business cards, addresses. [see also Folder 2-141 and 2-142, for related materials from this trip]
Keynote title not confirmed; no copy of keynote. Presented at St. Luke College of Nursing,
Tokyo, Japan, December 10, 1987. Folder contains “Visiting Professor Schedule in Tokyo,
Japan, December 8-16, 1987”; brochures from Tokyo Women’s Medical College and Junior
College of Nursing; background materials for M.L. seminar on December 14, 1987. [see also
Folder 2-140 and 2-142, for related materials from this trip]

Dr. Kleiman’s paper at Tokyo, December 12, 1987.” [based on field journal in Folder 2-xx,
this paper was presented at a press conference preceding 1st International Symposium of
Medical Anthropology, December 11, 1987]. Kato, Y. “Medical malpractice and patients’
human rights,” paper presented at symposium. Letter of invitation to 1st International
Symposium of Medical Anthropology. [see also Folder 2-140 and 2-141, for related materials
from this trip]

Folder 2-143 Leininger, M. (1988?). The future of European nursing within a transcultural

problems. Keynote at National Critical Care Institute of Education, Las Vegas, Nevada,

explicate transcultural nursing knowledge / Ethnography and ethnonursing: Methods to
establish a basis for nursing knowledge / Analyzing ethnographic and ethnonursing data. 3
papers, First Interamerican qualitative research symposium, February 23-24, 1988, Sao
Paulo, Brazil. [several versions of each paper] [key papers and/or keynotes] [see also Folder
2-2.1][Click here for scan containing 4 papers.]

nursing. Presentation to Sigma Theta Tau, Beta Xi Chapter, University of Delaware, March

Distinguished Visiting Professor and Nurse Scholar address, Thomas Jefferson University,

scholars, Columbia Union College, Kettering, Ohio, March 25, 1988. [correspondence only;
workshop presented in Dayton, Ohio]

and discover nursing knowledge. Presentation to “Joe Albini class”, “Sociology lecture”,
March 28, 1988. [includes holographic notes]

education: Essential to nursing research and practice. Intercollegiate Center for Nursing
Education, Spokane, Washington, April 8, 1988. [brochure, agenda, & correspondence]

End Box 16

Box 17

Bellenger Chair of Eminent Persons Lecture Series, Mott Community College, Flint,
Michigan, April 15, 1988. [draft version with holographic notes: 2-page section of final (?)
version]

Folder 2-152 Leininger, M. (1988). Critical issues facilitating or hindering multidisciplinary
research in health anthropology. Society for Applied Anthropology, 1988 Annual Meeting,
April 22, 1988, Tampa, Florida.


Folder 2-155  Leininger, M. (1988). Do all things with care, creativity, and commitment to achieve your career goals. Commencement address, Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences, June 1988, Boston, Massachusetts. [see also abstracted version in Pharmacy Times, 1989] [key paper]


Folder 2-160  Leininger, M. (1989). Transcultural nursing: The wholistic approach for quality care. Loma Linda University School of Nursing and Sigma Theta Tau Gamma Alpha Chapter, Loma Linda, California, January 31, 1989. [page 1 only]


Folder 2-163  Leininger, M. (1989). Transcultural nursing presentation(s) at “2nd International Excellence in Nursing Symposium”, King Faisal Specialist Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, February 27 – March 1, 1989. Correspondence, including request for Linda Luna (doctoral

Folder 2-165  Leininger, M. (1989). Humanistic dimensions of health care: Lost or neglected in high science and technology. Cleveland State University, Department of Nursing Lecture Series 1988-89, Cleveland, Ohio, March 30, 1989. [1 copy marked “final” includes many holographic revisions]


End Box 17

Box 18


Folder 2-175  Leininger, M. (1990). Transcultural nursing care of the child at home or in the hospital. Presented at St. John Hospital and Medical Center, Detroit, Michigan, March 1, 1990. [includes brochure, 2 nursing situations, 5 papers on care of children]


Folder 2-179  Leininger, M. (1990). Short course, University of Kuopio, Finland, April 2-6, 1990. Student papers; some contain holographic comments by M.L.


Folder 2-183  Summer Institute in Transcultural Nursing with Dr. Madeleine Leininger. California State University at Fresno, May 29-30, 1990. Course outline, list of attendees, holographic notes.


Folder 2-190  Leininger, M. (1990, October). Reflections on Dr. Swazey’s ideas and other academic ethical perspectives. Presented at National Conference on Ethics and the University, October 12, 1990, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan.

Folder 2-191  Leininger, M. (1990). Cultural values, beliefs, and practices of selected cultures related to treatments, death and dying of the terminally ill. Presented at “Medical, legal and ethical responsibilities toward the terminally ill,” Wayne County [Michigan] Department of Community Medicine, October 17, 1990. Correspondence, agenda, Leininger’s content outline and bibliography, Sunrise model copy [no text of presentation]


Folder 2-198  Using Nursing Theory in Clinical Practice: Cedars Medical Center 3rd South Florida Nursing Theorist Conference, Cedars Medical Center, Miami, Florida, April 19-20, 1991. [M. Leininger 1 of 7 theorists on faculty; program flier only]


Folder 2-201  Spiritual dimensions of health, 2nd Interdisciplinary Conference, June 20-22, 1991, University of Windsor School of Nursing, Windsor, Ontario, Canada. [conference flyer with Leininger paper from 1st Conference, and fax cover sheet]


Folder 2-206  Leininger, M. (1992). Transcultural nursing and health care, with Madeleine M. Leininger, RN, PhD, LHD, FAAN, CTN. Clarkson Hospital, Bishop Clarkson College, Omaha, Nebraska, March 20, 1992. [brochure only]

End Box 18

Box 19

notebook/diary from this trip to Amman and Cairo, April 19 – May 3, 1992, and separate envelope of items that were inside the diary.


Folder 2-209 Leininger, M. (1992). Peroration [no title]. Oakland University School of Nursing Commencement, Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan, June 6, 1992. [program only][see also Folder 4-119]


Folder 2-216 Leininger, M. (1992). Transcultural nursing and elderly care. Department of Geriatric Medicine, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, July 15, 1992, Camperdown, Sydney, Australia. [correspondence and descriptive paper on the Hospital’s Clustering Project]


Folder includes a group of papers labeled: “My [sic] articles on future of nursing:


Folder 2-220.5. Financing I. Handout for Nursing N651, Dr. Bellinger. Wayne State University College of Nursing, no date.


End Box 19

Box 20


University Center for Peace and Conflict Studies and College of Urban, Labor and Metropolitan Affairs, Detroit, Michigan, December 15, 1992. [program flyer; holographic notes for presentation]

Folder 2-230 Leininger, M. (1993). Transcultural caring: An imperative for nursing education (plenary); Culture care theory and research (session); Cultural care assessments: How to do and use them (session). Given at Medical College of Pennsylvania Conference: Nursing Education 93, Orlando, Florida, January 3-5, 1993. [agenda only, no copies of papers][June 23, 1993 correspondence with information about “Nursing Education ’93 Conference in San Francisco in a few weeks”]


End Box 20

Box 21


do and use them (session). Nursing Education '93, San Francisco, California, July 16-18, 1993. [program booklet; conference booklet and handouts with holographic notes] [key paper]


Folder 2-251 Academic Ethics in Nursing. Wayne State University Center for Academic Ethics, and College of Nursing. Detroit, Michigan, April 28-29, 1994. [brochure, program: M. Leininger introduction and panel moderator: ML notes: panel member background/CV information: conference evaluation]

May 2, 1994. [includes pre-conference correspondence, travel paperwork, holographic notes, case studies, several draft or related papers, conference brochure]


End Box 21

Box 22


Folder 2-261 Post-graduate Invitational Conference Seminar, 4th, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, September 28, 1994. [M. Leininger, chair; flier only]

abstracts, list of attendees. [includes 16 pp. holographic notes that may be ML’s notes from the conference; date/location not identified]


End Box 22

Box 23


Folder 2-268 Leininger, M. (1994). Caring: The essence of nursing and accountability as a practitioner. Correspondence, program brochure, typescript of presentation. Guest speaker for conference organized by National University Hospital, Singapore, November 10, 1994. [see also Brunei trip folder, 2-267]


Folder 2-276 Leininger, M. (1995). Transcultural caring: It can make a great difference in well being. Commencement address, Oakland University School of Nursing, Rochester, Michigan, June 3, 1995. [typescript, correspondence, 1988 commencement address copy, “some of M. Leininger’s famous quotes” copy; commencement program booklet] [Click here for scan of invitation letter.]

End Box 23

Box 24


Folder 2-277C Leininger, M. (1995). This is your day and contribution to human kind. Commencement address, First Master’s degree nurses in Russia, I.M Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy School of Nursing, June 21, 1995.


Folder 2-277E Leininger, M. (1995). Field notes, travel to St. Petersburg and Moscow, June 1995. [holographic notes, in spiral notebook; includes list of names and contact information]

Folder 2-277F Leininger, M. (1995). Background informational materials (papers, news clippings, etc.) used to prepare for travel and presentations, St. Petersburg and Moscow, June 1995.


End Box 24

Box 25


End Box 25

Box 26

specific research and practices related to pregnancy and childbirth. Annual Women and Children Teaching Days, Albany Medical Center, Albany, New York, November 13-14 1996. [conference book, including handouts]


Folder 2-297 Leininger, M. (1997). Transcultural caring theory and research findings as a worldwide imperative. 8th Annual Nursing Research Day, Sigma Theta Tau Iota Tau Chapter, Creighton University MS in Nursing Program, St. Joseph Hospital Nursing Administration, Omaha, Nebraska, May 2, 1997. Correspondence, program, holographic notes for presentation.


1997. No copy of paper or other content. See Folder 2-266 for October 1994 Aarau presentation.

End Box 26

Box 27

End Box 27

Box 28
approaches and models. [correspondence, holographic notes, typescripts, resource materials]


End Box 28

Box 29


Folder 2-319 Leininger, M. (circa 1999). Backup materials for Transcultural Nursing Society conferences [handouts, papers, example workshop agendas, bibliographies, etc.]


Folder 2-329  Leininger, M. (1999). Transculturalism: Imperative for quality care outcomes. Presented at University of Nebraska, Omaha, 8th Visiting Scholar, University of Nebraska Medical Center, College of Nursing, November 16, 1999. Invitation card.

Folder 2-330  Leininger, M. (no date). Caring for the culturally different necessitates transcultural nursing knowledge and competencies. [“Keynote address given in Europe”; “Spain [?] 12/1999” [?]] [not listed in CV]


Folder 2-332  Leininger, M. (2000). Keynote discussion with Joan Uhl-Pierce, University of Tennessee-Knoxville, and Anna Frances Wenger, Emery University. 3rd Annual Southern Regional Chapter Conference, Transcultural Nursing Society, February 17-19, 2000, Savannah, Georgia. Sponsored by Georgia Southern University, Medical College of Georgia, and Florida Atlantic University. [brochure and correspondence]


Folder 2-335  Leininger, M. (2000). Transcultural nursing: Essential for culturally congruent and responsible care in the third millennium. Workshop co sponsored by Pennsylvania State Nurses Association District 2, Alvernia College, Pennsylvania League of Nursing, and Sigma Theta Tau chapters of Kutztown University (Xi Omega), Millersville University (Xi Chi) and East Stroudsburg University (Xi Beta). Workshop held at Holiday Inn, Fogelsville, PA, April 26, 2000. Flyer and brief ML vitae only.

Folder 2-336  The managed care era. Reading Area Community College, April 26, 2000. [no author or other identifying information]


Folder 2-338  Leininger, M. (2000). Global transcultural nursing trends: Leadership and theory for the new millennium. Keynote at 26th Annual Transcultural Nursing Society Conference, Royal College of Nursing, Deakin West, Australia, October 4-6, 2000. [correspondence re: keynote; correspondence re: Akram Omeri paper editing, including hand-written faxes; no copy of keynote paper] [ML received first Royal College of Nursing Achievement Award at the conference; see Series 1, Folder 1-20]


End Box 29

Box 30
Folder 2-351 Leininger, M. (2002). Community reception, Trinity College of Nursing and Health Sciences Schools, Trinity Health Sciences Education Center, April 11, 2002, Moline, Illinois. [flyer only; holographic note: “Dedication of the New Leininger Room at Trinity College of Nursing”]

Folder 2-356  Leininger, M. (2003). Itinerary and lodging paperwork for Maui, Hawaii, January 24-30, 2003. [may have been a personal trip]

Folder 2-357  Leininger, M. (2001). Keynote. Scandinavian Conference on Transcultural Nursing, Copenhagen, Denmark, May 9-11, 2003. [invitation flier only; holographic notes, including month and day crossed out]


End Box 30

Box 31


Folder 2-365  Leininger, M. (2005). Transcultural nursing to transform and provide quality-based health care. Central California Center for Health and Human Services, California State University, Fresno, California, October 27, 2005. [flyer and program objectives only]

Folder 2-366  Leininger, M. (2007). Transcultural nursing theory: Implications for nursing practice and education. Conversations with a living legend: A one-day transcultural learning experience. University of Nebraska Medical Center College of Nursing, Continuing Nursing Education, June 1, 2007, Omaha, Nebraska. [flier only]


Folder 2-370  Leininger, M. (2008). Indigenous father protective care: A major discovery of wellness, hope and healing. Transcultural Nursing Society, 34th Annual Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota, September 24-27, 2008. [holographic version and typescript with holographic edits] [see also Folder 5-80 for conference book of abstracts] [Click here for scan of typescript.]


Folder 2-372  Leininger, M. (2010). Keynote speaker, 12th annual research symposium, Sigma Theta Tau International, Rho Pi Chapter, Shenandoah University, Winchester, Virginia, April 23, 2010. [correspondence] [ML traveled to this speaking engagement after the opening of her Archives collection at Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing; the April 16-22 break was spent in the Orlando area with the family of her friend and assistant, Sharon Nelsen, who travelled with her to Boca Raton and Winchester][Click here for scan of presentation.]

Folder 2-373  Leininger, M. (2010). Evolution of cultural care theory and ethnonursing method. Presented at 7th Annual Caring Across Cultures Conference, “A Legacy in Transcultural Nursing Featuring Dr. Madeleine Leininger,” Oklahoma City University Kramer School of Nursing and Oklahoma Nurses Association, October 1, 2010, Oklahoma City, OK. [Click here for photo of M.L. with School of Nursing colleagues at dinner September 30, 2010, Skirvin Hilton Hotel, Oklahoma City, OK] [see also CD-0216, 0217, 0218, 0219 for related documents and 3 videos from Kramer School of Nursing, from the 10/1/2010 conference]

Folder 2-374  Leininger, M. (no date). A keynote introduction by Madeleine Leininger. [2 copies]

Folder 2-375  Leininger, M. (no date). Abstract: A comparative analysis of transcultural ethnocare action research and leadership process in two urban cultural areas [Arab and Italian cultures; probably describing her research studies in Detroit, Michigan]

Folder 2-376  Leininger, M. (2011). Transcultural Nursing Society Conference, 37th, Las Vegas, Nevada, October 20, 2011. [with M. McFarland; ML did not attend; materials (including videos) not yet received]

End Box 31

Box 31A (12” x 12” 3-ring binder clamshell box)
Name badges from conferences attended by M. Leininger [most are not dated]

End Box 31A

End Finding Aid ARC-008 Leininger, Series 2
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